
C1 Vilai ni Vecushmar

Motives:
● Find the reasons for her visions

○ Call H’Na’Rho
● strengthen Charyptoroth with slow decay
● protect and strengthen the cult
● best keep her name and reputation clean
● keep her authority within the cult

❏ when pressed she will first hire PCs,
❏ to remove economic competitors
❏ as a source of intelligence
❏ to examine Nahema’s tower

❏ then discredit them,
❏ then accuse them,
❏ then attach them physically

merchant and cult leader

Appearance: long brown hair; never ill-dressed; expressive eyes; never smiles sincerely

Personality: cold, without emotions; repugnance against the world (that forces her to hide her true self)



C2 Kraken Cult

Motives:
● Loosen the gates of Charyptoroth, to call upon Yo’Nahoh
● keep up their oath-sworn community
● lead a normal live with cosmic relevance

❖ they carve small Kraken figurines to lure Kraken 
salamanders

sworn in and degenerate

Appearance: curde, incestuous; flaky, wet skin, fuzzy, greasy hair; large skewed eyes

Personality: sworn in, isolated, leery, familial



C3 Svanja Arvesdottir

Motives:
● keep up her integrity within the cult
● overthrow Vilai
● appease Charyptoroth instead of strengthening her
● make the faith of Charyptoroth become a legitimate church

❖ pactee (cannto enter the temple of Efferd-Tempel)

❏ tries to kill Vilai when the time is right
❏ will approach the PCs when she deems them suitable
❏ tries to gain more followers within the cult

cult skeptic; pactee

Appearance: curde, incestuous; flaky, wet skin, fuzzy, greasy dark-red hair; large skewed eyes

Personality: coarse, dignified, determined



C4 Rethis Crew

Motives:
● gain intelligence about the authority’s knowledge about the 

cult
● socialize to gain power
● lead a bearable life until the final end comes

❖ Protect the Eye of the Kraken

the amusement ship

Appearance: lascivous, jaded, attractive (in dim light)

Personality: lascivous, devious, cruel



C5 Morrigu ni Thoriwain

Motives:
● soothe her curiosity and boredem
● be part of something important
● lead a hidden life

❖ rich aristocrat that seeks to relieve her boredom

❏ might approach the PCs for help
❏ might blab

rich cultist-for-fun

Appearance: dark blonde; slender chin, curved eyebrows; stylish clothes

Personality: careless, amusing, naive



C6 Senach Banthochui

Motives:
● spread the teachings of the Drowner
● indulge in his fanatism
● correlate everything to Charyptoroth’s great plan

❖ fanatic believer and preacher
❖ lives near the dolphin plaza
❖ only spends time in the temple, at home, or at the market

❏ will never even talk to the PCs as long as they don’t show 
interest in joining the cult

Abbot of the Charyptoroth tempel

Appearance: shining blue eyes, sticky-out ears; straight eyebrows 

Personality: patriotic; silky; offensive



C7 Ulfrik Hullheimer
ship-collecting sea pilot

Appearance: fat, tonsure; sweating; short fingers

Personality: quick-tempered, choleric, spiteful

Motives:
● get rich on sea treasures (Kraken silver)
● collect ships and their crews shrunkt with demonic magic in 

bottles (they got “lost” in the mists)
● stay physically unharmed (he doesn’t mind his spiritual condition)
● benefit from Vilais Macht

❖ catches ships and crews and keeps them in his basement room 
together with model ships



V1 Sagarta
vampire hunter of the temple of Born

Appearance: thin har; contemplative gaze; tired eyes; long upper lip

Personality: quiet, staid; appears secretive and devious, but is only contemplative and thoughtful

Motives:
● cover up her vampiric identity
● show no mercy against the other vampires
● save her soul with Boron’s grace
● do no harm

❖ vampiric vampire hunter

❏ When asked about vampires, she will turn the PCs away, 
but later come to them and ask questions

❏ will never disclose her true identity
❏ might help PCs attacked by vampires



V2 Lenoro
vampire lord

Appearance:  thin beard; sweeping walk; ash-blonde

Charakter: immoral; overcritical; insensitive

Motives:
● expand his power through Cuanna
● build a nest in Havena as a power center
● use the undercity to get rid of bodies

❖ vampire lord with human guards

❏ should the PCs kill vampires, he will try to get rid of them



V3 Black Shadow
Lenoro’s male progeny

Appearance: pomade-sculpted hair; red nose

Personality: laughs loud and intrusive; obedient, a bit crude, hedonistic

Motives:
● support his father
● have fun in the city
● choose the perfect progeny 
● protect his family at all cost



V4 Black Alar
Lenoro’s female progeny

Appearance:  red hair; slim nasal bridge, slender chin

Personality: broken; cruel, cold; surprisingly devoted towards Gerion

Motives:
● build her own power within the city
● keep her secret progeny hidden from her father within the 

hunger tower
● strategically get rid of Gerion’s victims and always have a 

scapegoat
● will protect Gerion at all cost



V5 Gerion
mad progeny of Black Alar

Appearance:  five o’clock shadow, short brown hair, scar on his head

Personality: cruel, playful, uncontrollable

Motives:
● protect black alar
● kill and feed

❖ became mad and unable to communicate due to torture

❏ probably kills randomly
❏ can be heard in the hunger tower



Motives:
● make a business past the strict tariffs 
● keep their black market monopoly over magic items and 

alchemical ingredients
● keep their proceedings secret

❖ regularly smuggling magic goods in the mists

❏ may come to Lembie regarding the Cult’s competing 
smugglers (should they learn about her thieves guild 
membership)

S1 Mistghosts
Smugglers

Appearance: n.a.

Personality: n.a.



S2 Ardach Herlogan
Governor of Havena

Appearance: mustache, delicate, slender fingers

Personality: rich, slave to the economy

Motives:
● expand his wealth
● stay neutral in politics
● use his power to keep his smugglers safe 
● does not interfere with the Mistghosts
● live a pleasant life in prosperity

❖ uses his own smuggling fleet to enrich himself
❖ gets threatening letters from Lenoro
❖ Vilai and Cuanna influence him



S3 Imo Wolter
grocer

Appearance: full beard with braids

Personality: liberal, humorous, freedom-loving

Motives:
● keep up his curiosity store 
● be loyal to Phrex and live up to His values 
● be part of the Phex parish

❖ keeps the temple to Phex beneath his ship secret

❏ might contact Lembie over thieves guild
❏ might try to sell illegal magical goods to the PCs



S4 Maire Dranagh
Phex votary

Appearance: rounded face, long brown hair, faint smile

Personality: calm, very obliging, accurate

Motives:
● be loyal to her God 
● help other people to help themselves 
● keep up a strong parish full of trust

❏ when she learns of PC problems (prison etc.) they will 
readily help them

❏ might ask the PCs if they could find out something about 
disappearing ships



S5 Ibbit-Lim
Tulamidian smuggler

Appearance: tanned, turban, shaved eyebrows

Personality: exoticistic towards Havena’s culture, funny to be with, confident

Motives:
● complete his task
● turn home safe and sound
● learn of distant Havena’s wonders and bring some back

❖ admires Havena and Albernia
❖ is tasked to deliver an Air Djinni to Ness Tailtiu who 

ordered it with an alias

❏ will ask PCs to help him out of prison



P1 Thorwalers
privateers

Appearance: n.a.

Personality: n.a.

Motives:
● find material for hunting the sea serpent
● kill the sea serpent, both to make a good name in Havena, 

and to keep their oath
● plan to pillage Elenvina once they have access to the river
● stay true to their demigod Swafnir

❏ won’t compell the PCs to help them



P2 Eledir Inveric
arrogant river pirate

Appearance: long legs, mischievous grin, elaborate tress

Personality: arrogant, familial, spiteful

Motives:
● keep up his own, undisputed reputation
● frame and embarrass his competitors
● treat his crew (that he regards as his family) well and give 

everyone a fair share

❏ will try to mock and discredit Lembie
❏ will ask PCs fro help should his ship get shrunk



P3 Firdayon’s Wing
sea pirate crew

Appearance: n.a.

Personality: n.a.

Motives:
● control entry of goods into the city
● keep away from the Undercity
● de facto monopoly on sea piracy near Havena (thanks to 

Hullheimer)

❏ will raid the PCs vessel should they dare enter the harbor 
basin

❏ may have a ship or expected goods disappear



P4 Yosmina Winterkalt
Lembie’s mate

Appearance: triangular face, short fair hair, sparkling eyes

Personality: outgoing, enthusiastic, buoyant

Motives:
● intercept trade to and from the city
● cooperate with Imo Wolter (fence)
● earn just enough to support a good life for her and her crew 

(flat hierarchies)
● abstain from unnecessary risks

❏ will randomly meet Lembie and occasionally cross her way
❏ might help PCs in an indisposed situation
❏ might fall victim to something
❏ able to refer Lembie to Imo Wolter and temple of Phex



P5 Salzagunde
whaling ship

Appearance: n.a.

Personality: n.a.

Motives:
● good trade in the harbor
● domitate Havena’s harbor
● they protect their (legal) goods and execute every 

smuggler, ignoring local authorities

❖ they own a harpoon



I1 Olk Osjan
aspiring, dedicated politician

Appearance: side whiskers, broad nose, pinched looks

Personality: dominant, dedicated, restless

Motives:
● become governor (but not for power reasons)
● free the city from the calamities of demons and magic and 

from Herlogan’s incompetence
● discredit Herlogan to gain the trust of the councils
● stop at nothing in a just cause
● be loyal to Efferd

❖ will use automatons from Leonardo to kill
❖ initiates the vacating of Marteniel’s mansion

❏ will only interact with PCs when they either threaten his 
goals or when he can use them (as witnesses etc.)

❏ will try to hire the PCs against his cult (while keeping his 
name out)



I2 Springtide
Marteniel’s water djinni

Appearance: transparent, flowing, elegant

Personality: sharp, generous, loyal

Motives:
● safeguard his mistress’ home
● keep the water around the house elementarily clean

❖ will help the PCs eagerly
❖ can identify Kraken silver
❖ likes communicating with other djinni even better



I3 Moran Meredin
Olk Osjan’s servant

Appearance: small, dirty, buckteeth

Personality: cowardly, sly, offending

Motives:
● gain power through Osjan to make a name in the cult
● impress Vilai and win her romantic interest
● protect his own life and reputation at the cost of everyone 

else

❏ might use the PCs however he sees them fit his plans 
(engage, discredit, hinder etc.)

❏ will try to intercept any communcation between PCs and 
Osjan

❏ will agitate Osjan against the PCs should they endanger 
his (or Vilai’s) plans



I4 Ness Tailtiu
journalist of the Havena Fanfare; Gerion’s sister

Appearance: bouncing gait, honest smile, sly glance

Personality: dedicated, honest, outspoken

Motives:
● find out what happened to her brother
● uncover injustice – freedom of the press!
● conceal her magic use during investigations

❏ will question the PCs
❏ might ask the PCs for help (especially if they get 

convicted as mages or pirates)
❏ might meet the PCs during her investigation



I5 Cuanna Mil
rich merchant and captain

Appearance: stern pigtail, slightly overweight, dimples

Personality: self-confident, business woman, slightly arrogant

Motives:
● buy her way into the council
● maintain good relations to Herlogan
● use her means to get whatever she wants
● look for new investment opportunities
● leads an alchemistic trading house (bought monopoly)
● water down the magic ban for her store chain

❏ meets the PCs in one of her stores


